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From the author 
 

My inspiration for this story came from a friend, who told me about two Tawny 

Frogmouths who sat in a tree in her garden, day in and day out, year after year. She called 

them PEEK and BOO. 

I was fascinated by this idea, so I did some research and found Tawny Frogmouths mate 

for life; they find one partner and stay with that partner until one dies. I love the idea of 

celebrating love, loyalty and family in children's literature, and I had a lot of fun writing 

this book. 

 

 
 
From the illustrator 
Traditionally all my picture books have been created with watercolours, or a mix of 
watercolours and digital illustration. However, in the Melbourne 2020 lockdowns, I began 
painting large canvases with acrylic paint as a bit of a stress relief - they were hugely fun 
and resulted in artwork quite different to my normal style. When the opportunity to work 
on this book came about, I thought it was the perfect chance to mix this new found art with 
illustration in the form of collage. I photographed the artwork in pieces (some paintings 
took around 30 photographs) and stitched the photos together in Photoshop. I sketched out 
the shapes and expressions, then used the shapes to work out what pieces to cut out from 
my digital photos. I then did some experimental pieces and was happy with the result and 
shared it with the team - it was wonderful when the publisher at Windy Hollow, Cristina, 
and the author, Coral were happy for me to roll out the style for the book! The result I 
believe is a great contrast of gentle, simple shapes of the bird family with the wild layers of 
paint and I hope readers enjoy exploring the artwork alongside Coral's lovely text.  
 
Before Reading 
What do you think this book may be about? 
 
What are Peek and Boo? 
 
After Reading 
 
Did this book have an ending that you expected? 
 
Did you learn anything about Tawny Frogmouths by reading this? 
 
What more can you find out about Tawny Frogmouths? How long do they live? Where 
are they found? What are some of their special characteristics? 
 
 
Can you make a class poster with interesting facts about Tawny Frogmouths? 
 
Are there other animals that you can find out about that mate for life? 



 
Art 
 
In Peek and Boo the illustrator has used a collage layers from larger paintings.  
 
Experiment with making your own collage textures by painting larger pieces of paper 
and then cutting these paintings up to make collage illustrations. 
 
Can you make a large class mural using cut-outs from everyone’s illustrations to create a 
collage tree and the birds visiting it? 
 
 
Writing 
 
The story ends with a surprise. Can you continue the story from there?  
 
How do you think Hoo will react to the new egg? 
 
The author got her inspiration for this story from some Tawny Frogmouths that her 
friend observed. Can you identify some birds that continue to visit your 
garden/school/playground? What do you think their story might be? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


